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The beginning of the end of the bank cards fraudulent use with EVITAG 
NFC and NFC EVICARD cyber features 
On April 24th 2018, solutions EVICARD NFC and EVITAG NFC users received an amazing update, the addition of a 
security service for bank cards. It seems that this solution deletes many risks, including payment cards information 
theft in the online sales databases and fraudulent use of the security code (CVV) of these cards. 

  

27 billion euros1 that will be the total amount of fraud with 
payment cards around the world in 2020! The bank data theft 
and credit cards theft are global issues. I intend to uberize 
cybersecurity bank cards and internet uses and mark the 
beginning of the end of fraudulent uses, says the French 
inventor Jacques Gascuel. 

The product he invented saves, with encryption, the credit 
card information in a sealed device, tamperproof, always 
available. Simple to use, it works with an NFC Android 
smartphone and the free plugin NFC EVILOCK for Chrome or 
Mozilla. The solution is available in the "credit card" or "tag" 

size. 

 

Today, EVITAG NFC and EVICARD NFC solutions do not make payments, but secure them end to end. The cryptogram 
of the card is stored in these electronic safes, which allows the physically erased from the card. No more risk of 
fraudulent use in case of loss or theft! The information in your credit card will not be stored in the online sales sites 
databases. They will be in your pocket or wallet. 

If you forget your credit card when traveling, especially abroad, you can still perform many of purchase of goods 
and services through these solutions.  

No risk in case of loss or theft of an NFC EVITAG or EVICARD NFC, there is no physical way to access the contents of 
the encrypted memory. It is highly recommended to make a backup on a similar product and keep it safe. 

A Bug Bounty event, demonstrations and prototypes presentation of new services will be held at “Rencontres 
Cybersécurité d’Occitanie2”on May 29th 2018 in Toulouse (France) adds Jacques Gascuel. Rewards will be awarded 
to potential winners: EVICARD NFC and EVITAG NFC, entrance for 2 people at Caldea in Andorra. 
(https://www.caldea.com/fr) 

 

 Fullsecure is an Andorran start-up specializing in the distribution of patented Cybersecurity 
solutions. 

Read more: EVITAG NFC & EVICARD NFC 
Where to buy devices: https://www.fulltoken.com 
Twitter: @gascuelJ / Facebook: www.facebook.com/jgascuel 
Bug Bounty Express: https://wp.me/P9w621-1mg 

Press contact: (+376) 804 500 – https://wp.me/P9w621-1mp 
 

                                                           
1  https://nilsonreport.com/upload/content_promo/The_Nilson_Report_10-17-2016.pdf 
2 http://www.cybersecurite-grandsud.fr/ 
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